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a b s t r a c t
Energy consumption in information and communications technology (ICT) accounts for a large
portion of the total energy consumed in industrial countries, which is rapidly increasing. Virtualized network environments (VNEs) have recently emerged as a solution in this technology
to address the challenges of future Internet. VNEs also play a fundamental role toward virtualizing data centers. Consequently, it is essential to develop novel techniques for reducing the
energy consumption of VNEs. In this paper, we discuss multiple energy-saving solutions that
locally optimize the node and link energy consumption of VNEs during the off-peak period
by reconﬁguring the mapping of already allocated virtual nodes and links. The proposed reconﬁgurations enable the providers to adjust the level of the reconﬁguration and accordingly
control possible traﬃc disruptions. An integer linear program (ILP) is formulated for each solution. Because the deﬁned ILPs are N P-hard, a novel heuristic algorithm is also proposed.
The proposed energy-saving methods are evaluated over random VNE scenarios. The results
conﬁrm that the solutions save notable amounts of energy in physical nodes and links during
the off-peak period.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Several reports from different information and communications technology (ICT) organizations from around the
world have conﬁrmed the increasing energy demands in this
technology, which is a major concern for future Internet. In
the case where no green technology will be deployed in communication networks, the Global e-Sustainability Initiative
(GeSI) predicts an energy consumption of 35.8 TWh for European telecom operators in 2020 [1].
Recently, virtualization has emerged for communication
networks in ICT. It shares the resources in the network environment [2]. A virtualized network environment (VNE) supports the coexistence of multiple virtual networks (VNs) over
a single substrate network [3]. Virtual nodes and links are
∗
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mapped onto physical nodes and links, respectively. Network virtualization decouples the functionality of the current network architecture into infrastructure providers (InPs)
and service providers (SPs). In addition, virtual machines
(VMs) traditionally virtualize physical servers’ resources.
VNs together with VMs underpin virtualized data centers
(VDCs). Traditional data centers are moving toward virtualized data centers to address cloud computing limitations
regarding network performance, security, and manageability [4]. Hence, network virtualization has been regarded as
a promising technology to ﬂexibly share the resources, and
therefore, the corresponding solutions to energy savings in
this type of network become essential.
In fact, virtual networks’ traﬃc loads change over time.
Virtual networks might be highly utilized during a period of time (peak time, e.g., day hours), whereas they are
under-utilized during another notable period of time (offpeak time, e.g., night hours). Virtual networks’ processing demands are likely related to their traﬃc loads. Traﬃc
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variations in virtual networks correspondingly change the
utilization of the substrate network. The reports for 40 North
American and 25 European network providers reveal a 60%
difference between peak and minimum off-peak traﬃc rates
over their substrate networks [5]. However, today’s substrate
networks are provisioned to support VNs’ peak time traﬃc
demands, with some additional over-provisioning accommodating unexpected traﬃc rates [5]. The substrate network’s
elements are always switched on, neglecting the traﬃc
behavior.
Cloud providers could determine the off-peak time period
of the substrate network and traﬃc/processing demands of
each VN in that period through information given by VNs’
customers or using network traﬃc prediction techniques,
e.g., [6,7], that estimate the future traﬃc by examining the
current traﬃc state. During the off-peak period, it is possible to reduce the VNE’s energy consumption by reconﬁguring the mapping of the already embedded VNs according to
their decreased demands. In this context, virtual networks
are accepted and embedded onto the substrate network by
a normal (not energy eﬃcient) VNE embedding process to
accommodate the peak traﬃc behavior. The cloud provider
runs the reconﬁguration technique during normal network
operations on networks transitioning from the peak period
to the off-peak period to save energy in the off-peak period.
This is typically called elasticity in cloud terminology, and
it can be performed in three ways: proactive cyclic scaling,
proactive event-based scaling, and auto-scaling based on demand. However, when the traﬃc load changes from a peak
level to an off-peak level, some traﬃc ﬂows that last in both
time periods might suffer from traﬃc disruptions imposed
by applying the reconﬁguration [5]. Moreover, reconﬁguring
the mapping of embedded VNs may require additional signaling traﬃc that is necessary for notifying all the involved
routers [8]. This may introduce a signiﬁcant work load for
the signaling controller, particularly when the reconﬁguration attempts to make changes to a large number of nodes
at the same time. Consequently, it may not be a good practice to reconﬁgure the mapping of every embedded virtual
node/link.
The reconﬁguration process requires four steps. First, it
learns the peak and off-peak periods and the associated demands. Second, it calculates the off-peak mapping. Third, at
the beginning of each off-peak period, it reconﬁgures the
mapping of all the affected VNs based on the result from the
second step. Fourth, at the beginning of each peak period, it
restores the original mapping.
The major cost of the reconﬁguration consists of three
components: collecting traﬃc information with each VN, calculating the off-peak mapping, and conducting the reconﬁguration operation. Because the third item is supposed to
be completed as fast as possible, its energy cost is insigniﬁcant. The ﬁrst and second items depend on how often they
are performed. For example, if all the traﬃc of all VNs are
roughly periodic, the ﬁrst and second items only need to be
performed once whenever a new VN is added or a VN is leaving.
In this paper, we discuss multiple novel energy-saving solutions that optimize a VNE’s node and link energy consumption during the off-peak time according to two deﬁned power
models. We approach the problem by reconﬁguring the map-
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ping for some already embedded virtual nodes and links.
We assume that the substrate and virtual networks are homogeneous. All the substrate and virtual nodes are assumed
to be switches/routers to reﬂect the network environment.
This is the case in the majority of existing related research
studies.
In this regard, we ﬁrst formulated a mixed integer linear program (MILP) for off-peak node and link energy optimization through local node and link reconﬁguration. A
stress rate is deﬁned for substrate nodes. Accordingly, the
MILP may set less stressed substrate nodes and their adjacent substrate links into sleep mode for the off-peak time.
We re-map a virtual link if and only if we sleep the substrate
node that hosts its source/sink virtual node or at least one
substrate node that relays its traﬃc over its embedded path.
The energy consumption of a re-mapped virtual link is also
minimized.
Because reconﬁguring the mapping for both virtual nodes
and virtual links may be expensive and cause interruptions
to normal network operations, we derive another methodology that optimizes the node and link energy consumption of
a VNE during the off-peak time by reconﬁguring the mapping
for only some of the virtual links. We do not reconﬁgure the
mapping of the embedded virtual nodes in this case. We call
the latter problem off-peak node and link energy optimization by local link reconﬁguration. We deﬁne a different stress
rate for intermediate substrate nodes, which do not host a
virtual node and only relay the traﬃc. Accordingly, a solution
is proposed to optimize the total energy consumption of the
intermediate substrate nodes and substrate links during the
off-peak time. This method might set the less stressed intermediate substrate nodes and their respective substrate links
into sleep mode for the off-peak time. We re-map a virtual
link if and only if we sleep at least one intermediate substrate
node over its embedded path. The energy consumption of a
re-mapped virtual link is also minimized. A MILP for splittable traﬃc and a binary integer linear program (BILP) for
non-splittable traﬃc are formulated for this strategy.
These methods enable providers to change level of the reconﬁguration by adjusting the stress rate’s threshold. Therefore, they can control the possible traﬃc interruptions of
the reconﬁguration. Clearly, there is a trade-off between the
energy-savings level and the possible traﬃc interruptions.
Because the formulated optimization programs are N Phard, we also propose a heuristic algorithm for off-peak node
and link energy optimization through local link reconﬁguration. The simulation results conﬁrm that the heuristic algorithm can achieve points that are close to the optimum points
set by the formulated optimization program, while it is considerably faster. The proposed heuristic is scalable to large
network sizes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Most
of the related works in the literature and our contributions
in this paper are discussed in Section 2. Two power models
for physical nodes and links are studied in Section 3. Multiple optimization programs are deﬁned and formulated as
ILPs in Section 4, and the proposed heuristic is discussed in
Section 5. To evaluate the performances of the ILPs and the
heuristic algorithm, multiple random scenarios have been
simulated over randomly generated VNEs, and the results are
analyzed in Section 6. The paper will conclude in Section 7.
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2. Related works
The literature is rich in terms of network virtualization
and energy-saving solutions for communication networks.
However, these topics have been studied separately. There
are few very recent works regarding energy consumption in
VNEs. We review these works in this section.
Four papers [9–12] attempted to save energy in a VNE
by making its embedding procedure energy-aware. This was
performed by modifying the link weights based on the physical links’ power consumption in [9] and consolidating VNs to
the smallest number of substrate network elements in [10–
12]. Modifying the VNE embedding algorithms to achieve an
energy-eﬃcient VNE suffers from a major diﬃculty. When
VNE embedding algorithms are modiﬁed to map the resources energy-wise, several extra constraints will be added
to the embedding procedure. Accordingly, the embedding algorithm has a smaller set of physical node and link candidates to choose from. This decreases the network’s admittance ratio for new virtual network requests, which is not
cost eﬃcient for the providers. The main economic objective of providers is to reject the minimum number of virtual
network requests. Thus, these solutions are not proﬁtable for
them in the long term.
Some other papers proposed heuristics that modify the
already mapped VNs. Botero and Hesselbach [13] proposed
a heuristic algorithm that reconﬁgures the mapping of accepted VNs at each embedding phase to save energy. This
approach has the same problem of the energy-eﬃcient embedding methods because reconﬁguring the mapping of accepted VNs at each embedding phase for their life time might
still cause capacity bottlenecks that decrease the network admittance rate for new VNs. Moreover, their heuristic assumes
that each virtual link is only mapped onto a single physical
link. However, the virtual links might be mapped onto physical paths. Finally, their reconﬁguration problem is not formulated mathematically. An off-line heuristic reconﬁguration algorithm was proposed in our previous work [14]. This
algorithm attempts to maximize the number of sleep mode
physical links during the off-peak period of VNEs. It reroutes
the off-peak traﬃc of already embedded virtual links to other
already allocated traﬃc capacities. It does not change the
mapping of VNs. Assuming that ﬁxed VN mapping prevents
us from rerouting a VN’s off-peak traﬃc to substrate links in
which no traﬃc capacity is allocated in them to that particular VN, this decreases the level of energy that we could save.
et al. [4] proposed a method for moving embedded virtual
machines (VMs) on servers to other servers. Their solution
is run over time periodically to consolidate the VMs. Nevertheless, moving allocated VMs and setting the servers into
sleep mode is expensive, if not impossible, for two reasons.
First, a large amount of data is generally distributed over
a large number of servers, and it is not proﬁtable/possible
for the providers to move the data on one server to another
one. Second, waking up servers from sleep mode (in the
case of unexpected demand or returning to peak time) imposes hundreds of milliseconds of delay to the tasks, which
might violate service level objectives (SLOs) [15]. Moreover, their solution does not enable the providers to adjust
level of the reconﬁguration and control the possible traﬃc
disruptions.

Our contributions: (a) We discuss multiple novel optimization programs that formulate unique off-peak energy-saving
reconﬁguration strategies for nodes and links in VNEs. To the
best of our knowledge, these problems have not been deﬁned
or formulated mathematically in any published study. (b)
In contrast to related research studies, the proposed methods enable providers to control the level of reconﬁguration
and possible traﬃc interruptions. (c) Different from previous research studies [9–13], our method does not decrease
the network admittance ratio for new virtual networks. This
is because we reconﬁgure the mapping of the already accepted VNs only for the off-peak period, and they could
be reconﬁgured back to their peak mapping in the case of
unexpected new demands. (d) Our solution is not limited
to a sub-topology as the case in [14], and thus, it has a
larger degree of freedom to save energy. (e) We do not move
VMs, so our method does not have the diﬃculties of [4].
(f) We deﬁne our solutions according to two power models. (g) Different programs are formulated for splittable and
non-splittable traﬃc to study the impact of traﬃc splittability. (h) We present a scalable heuristic algorithm that can
achieve results close to the optimum results but that is considerably faster than the optimization program. (i) We assess the impact of different parameters on the energy-saving
capabilities of the discussed solutions through extensive
simulations.
3. Power models
Power consumption is the rate at which the system performs work, and it is measured in watts, with units of
joules/second. Energy consumption is the amount of work
that has been performed by the system in a period of time,
and it is measured in watt-hours. In this regard, power and
energy are closely connected.
In a VNE, node and link energy consumption arise from
physical nodes and links. To identify the factors that affect
the energy consumption of physical nodes and links, it is necessary to study their power models. We review two power
models for them.
We assume that substrate networks are homogeneous. All
the substrate nodes are assumed to be switches/routers to reﬂect the network environment. Note that the proposed solutions are general, and they could also employ physical server
power models. The power models for a server substrate node
can be found in [16].
3.1. Fixed power model
The ﬁrst power model deﬁnes a constant amount of
power consumption for an active physical node or link, regardless of its traﬃc load. According to this power model, the
entire power consumed by an active physical node or link is
for keeping the device active, and the traﬃc load does not
change its power consumption. We call this model the ﬁxed
power model.
Conforming to the ﬁxed power model, the ith substrate
node vis drains p̃m (vis ) if it is active, regardless of its trafﬁc load. p̃m (vis ) is the maximum power consumption of vis .
Eq. (1) deﬁnes the actual power consumption p̃(vis ) for a
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physical node vis based on the ﬁxed power model. α(vis ) indicates the status of vis . If vis is active, then α(vis ) is 1. Otherwise,
α(vis ) is 0.

   
 
p̃ vis = α vis p̃m vis

(1)

Similarly, according to the ﬁxed power model, an active
physical link consumes a constant amount of power. Eq. (2)
i, j
deﬁnes the actual power consumption p̃(ls ) of a substrate
i, j
i, j
link ls based on the ﬁxed power model. ls represents the
substrate link that connects the ith substrate node to the jth
i, j
i, j
substrate node. If ls is active (α(ls ) = 1), then the link coni, j
m
sumes a ﬁxed amount of p̃ (ls ), which is the maximum
i, j
power consumption of ls .

 

 

 

p̃ lsi, j = α lsi, j p̃m lsi, j

(2)

3.2. Semi-proportional power model
The second power model considers a base amount of
power for an active physical node or link, which is for
keeping the device operational. However, in contrast to
the ﬁrst power model, the traﬃc load in the node or link
changes its power consumption. We call this model the semiproportional power model.
Eq. (3) deﬁnes the actual power consumption p̃(vis ) of
a substrate node vis that is a switch/router according to
the semi-proportional power model [17,18]. If the node is
active (α(vis ) = 1), then it consumes the base amount of
power p̃b (vis ). The traﬃc load r(vis ) in the node increases
its power consumption linearly between p̃b (vis ) and p̃m (vis ).
Cb (vis ) is the switching capacity of vis . Note that there are also
other power models for switches/routers that work based on
the device conﬁguration, e.g., [19]. Our solutions could be
adapted to employ these models.

 
 i  b  i  r vis  m  i 
 i
 
p̃ vs = α vs p̃ vs +   p̃ vs − p̃b vis
Cb vis

(3)

Similar to the node power model, Eq. (4) deﬁnes the aci, j
i, j
tual power consumption p̃(ls ) of a physical link ls based
on the semi-proportional power model. Hence, if the physii, j
i, j
cal link ls is active, it consumes base power p̃b (ls ), which
is for keeping the link operational. However, the traﬃc load
i, j
r(ls ) in the link also increases its actual power consumption
i, j
i, j
linearly. Cb (ls ) is the bandwidth capacity of ls .

 i, j 

p̃ ls

 i, j  b  i, j 

= α ls

p̃ ls

 

+

  
 
 i, j  p̃m lsi, j − p̃b lsi, j

r lsi, j
Cb ls

 
 i   i  23 0.15r vis
 i
p̃ vs = 0.85α vs Cb vs +
 1
Cb vis 3

(7)

In addition, p̃b (ls ) and p̃m (ls ) for a physical link are dei, j
pendent on the physical link bandwidth capacity Cb (ls ), its
length, and the cable type. For example, [18] provides numerical values for the base and maximum physical link power
consumption for some bandwidth capacity ranges.
Today’s networks are designed based on the ﬁxed power
model; thus, it is a common model that is widely used [18].
Nevertheless, it is not eﬃcient for an active physical node
or link to consume a constant amount of power regardless
of its traﬃc load. Therefore, physical nodes and links are
expected to be modiﬁed such that their power consumption will be more adaptive to their traﬃc load. The semiproportional power model provides a traﬃc-adaptive power
model that formulates the power consumption of a physical
node or link according to its traﬃc load.
The power model determines the energy-saving methodology. In this paper, we assume that all the substrate links
are in the same bandwidth capacity range, and thus, they
consume the same amount of power. First, considering the
ﬁxed power model, a physical node or link consumes a constant amount of power, regardless of the traﬃc load. Therefore, the best energy-saving strategy for minimizing a physical node or link’s energy consumption is to set the device
into sleep mode. However, because physical nodes consume
a considerably larger amount of power compared to physical
links, it is more important to set a physical node into sleep
mode rather than a physical link. Second, in the case of the
semi-proportional power model, the traﬃc load in the device
changes its power consumption. Although a large amount of
power is still consumed to keep the device operational, it
might be possible to save some energy by rerouting the device’s traﬃc to other active nodes and links, with the larger
value for the division of the difference between the maximum and base power consumption by the bandwidth capacity. Therefore, in the case of the semi-proportional power
model, it may be feasible to save energy by sleeping the network element or rerouting traﬃc. Consequently, the objective for an energy-saving solution based on the ﬁxed power
model is different from the objective for an energy-saving
method based on the semi-proportional power model. In this
regard, we formulate multiple node and link energy-saving
solutions according to both power models.
i, j

i, j

4. Integer linear programs

 i
 2
vs = 0.85Cb vis 3

(5)

 i
 2
vs = Cb vis 3

(6)

p̃m

Consequently, p̃(vis ) for the case of the semi-proportional
power model can be re-written as Eq. (7).

(4)

Because switches/routers are considered to be the physical nodes, p̃b (vis ) and p̃m (vis ) could be determined using
Eqs. (5) and 6, respectively [17,18]. p̃b (vis ) and p̃m (vis ) for a
server physical node can be determined through calibration
experiments, as described in [20].

p̃b
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During the off-peak time of a VNE, the virtual networks’
demands in terms of traﬃc, processing, and so forth are decreased. Accordingly, it might be possible to save notable
amounts of energy in substrate nodes and links by reconﬁguring the mapping of the already allocated resources while
still satisfying the off-peak demands. In this regard, we deﬁne
a general reconﬁguration problem that targets the mapping
of both physical nodes and links to minimize the VNE’s energy consumption during the off-peak period. The problem
description is as follows:
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Given:
• The homogeneous substrate network topology.
• Allocated virtual networks’ topologies.
• For each substrate node: The physical bandwidth capacity, the processing capacity, and the allocated processing
capacity to each virtual node in the substrate node.
• For each substrate link: The physical bandwidth capacity
and the allocated bandwidth capacity to every virtual link
in the substrate link.
• Off-peak traﬃc and processing demands of each virtual
network, provided by virtual network customers or network traﬃc prediction techniques.
Find:
• Modiﬁed off-peak VNE mapping that leads to the minimum total node and link energy consumption during the
off-peak time.

energy compared to the ﬁrst method, it causes fewer interruptions to the normal network operations.
Note that virtual network customers might have multiple constraints for their demanded virtual nodes and links.
In this paper, we only consider the requested switching and
processing capacity for switches/routers and the traﬃc demands.
In this regard, we ﬁrst model VNE mathematically. Then,
for both the ﬁxed and semi-proportional power models, we
formulate integer linear programs for off-peak node and link
energy optimization by local node and link reconﬁguration
and off-peak node and link energy optimization by local
link reconﬁguration. Because the traﬃc type (splittable/nonsplittable) has a major impact on the solution methodology, we formulate off-peak node and link energy optimization by local link reconﬁguration for both splittable and nonsplittable traﬃc.

Constraints:
• Supporting off-peak traﬃc and processing demands.
We approach the deﬁned energy-saving problem with
two different local reconﬁguration strategies. First, we reconﬁgure the mapping for some of the already allocated
virtual nodes and links during the off-peak period to minimize the total node and link energy consumption of the
network in that period. It is possible to minimize the VNE’s
total energy consumption by setting any capable physical node or link into sleep mode or by rerouting its trafﬁc load. Rerouting traﬃc may also help save energy. However, we still need to accommodate the demanded off-peak
processing and traﬃc rates. We call this problem off-peak
node and link energy optimization by local node and link
reconﬁguration.
Reconﬁguring the mapping for both virtual nodes and
links might be expensive or cause interruptions to normal network operations. Moreover, in some cases, it is infeasible to reconﬁgure the mapping of virtual nodes. For
example, moving an embedded access/edge virtual node
to the other part of the substrate network might be impossible. An access/edge virtual node connects the VN to
other networks (on different substrate networks). Hence,
we derive the second reconﬁguration method that optimizes the total node and link energy consumption in the
VNE during the off-peak time by reconﬁguring the mapping for only some of the already allocated virtual links.
The second method does not reconﬁgure the already allocated virtual nodes, and therefore, it is not possible
to sleep physical nodes in which one or multiple virtual
nodes are allocated to them. However, it is possible to save
energy in the capable intermediate substrate nodes or any
qualiﬁed substrate link. Rerouting traﬃc loads over the network may also help to save energy based on some power
models. We call the second problem off-peak node and link
energy optimization by local link reconﬁguration.
Both of the reconﬁguration strategies are local optimization problems because they do not reconﬁgure the mapping
for all of the virtual nodes or links. This helps to reduce possible interruptions to the network operations. Although the
second reconﬁguration strategy does not reconﬁgure virtual
nodes and is therefore expected to save smaller amounts of

4.1. Network model
The substrate network is modeled as a directed graph
Gs = (Vs , Es ), where Vs is the set of substrate vertices and Es
is the set of substrate edges. Vertices represent nodes and
edges denote links in the network environment. Because the
graph is directed, we have a higher level of ﬂexibility in terms
of rerouting traﬃc ﬂows. Cc (vis ) expresses the processing capacity of vis .
Similar to the substrate network model, the nth virtual
network, from the set of all the virtual networks , is also
modeled as a directed graph Gn = (Vn , En ). Vn and En represent the nth virtual network’s vertices and edges, respectively. Nn = |Vn | and Ln = |En | denote the total number of virtual nodes and the total number of virtual links in the nth
virtual network, respectively. In addition, vkn refers to the kth
virtual node in the nth virtual network. Ćc (vkn ) represents the
off-peak processing demand of vkn .
In the VNE embedding procedure, the requested virtual
network Gn is mapped onto the deﬁned substrate network
Gs : Gn → Gs . Virtual nodes are allocated in the chosen physical nodes. φ(vkn , vis ) indicates whether the virtual node vkn is
allocated in the physical node vis . φ(vkn , vis ) is 1 if vkn is allocated in vis . Otherwise, it is 0. A virtual link could be mapped
onto a single physical link or onto multiple physical links
that create a physical path. If traﬃc is splittable, a virtual link
could be mapped onto multiple substrate paths. However, if
traﬃc is non-splittable, each traﬃc demand is carried by only
one path. The allocated virtual links of the nth VN are presented as the set of ordered allocated virtual node pairs (am ,
bm ), m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln . lnam ,bm represents mth virtual link, belonging to the nth VN, that connects the virtual node mapped
onto the am th substrate node to the virtual node mapped
onto the bm th substrate node. ŕnm represents the off-peak trafi, j
ﬁc demand of lnam ,bm . In addition, ŕn (m) denotes the off-peak
traﬃc demand of the allocated traﬃc capacity to lnam ,bm in
i, j
ls . During the off-peak period, the reserved processing and
traﬃc capacities for virtual nodes and links in physical nodes
and links, respectively, are equal to their particular off-peak
demands, and the remainder the physical capacity could be
shared.
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4.2. Programs based on the ﬁxed power model
In this section, we develop energy-saving solutions based
on the ﬁxed power model. It is assumed that all the substrate
links are in the same bandwidth capacity range. Conforming to the ﬁxed power model, the energy-saving strategy to
reduce a physical node or link’s energy consumption is to
set the device into sleep mode. The following energy-saving
methods are formulated according to this logic.
4.2.1. Off-peak node and link energy optimization by local node
and link reconﬁguration (ONL-LNLs-F)
We deﬁne a stress rate for a substrate node. Accordingly,
a MILP is formulated for the problem. The MILP may set less
stressed substrate nodes and their adjacent substrate links
into sleep mode for the off-peak time. We re-map a virtual
link if and only if we sleep the substrate node that hosts its
source/sink virtual node or at least one substrate node that
relays its traﬃc over its embedded path. The program also
sets the maximum number of physical links into sleep mode
during the re-allocation process of virtual links. This problem
is deﬁned according to the ﬁxed power model. The traﬃc is
assumed to be splittable in this problem to deliver the highest level of energy savings. We call this problem ONL-LNLs-F.
In this problem, the stress rate s˜1 (vis ) of a physical node
vis reveals the intensity of the total off-peak processing and
traﬃc demands in the node. Eq. (8) deﬁnes s˜1 (vis ).

 
s˜1 vis =



{n|Gn ∈}


×

+




  
φ vkn , vis Ćc vkn
 
Cc vis

k∈Vn

{ j|(i, j)∈Es }

{ j|( j,i)∈Es }





{n|Gn ∈}

 
Cb vis

{n|Gn ∈}

 
Cb vis

Ln

(8)

i, j
m=1 ŕn

Ln

j,i
m=1 ŕn

(m)

(m)



s˜1 (vis ) considers two parameters. The ﬁrst parameter is the
fraction of total off-peak processing demands of allocated virtual nodes in the physical node over the processing capacity of the physical node. The second parameter considers the
off-peak traﬃc by ﬁnding the fraction of total off-peak traﬃc
passing the physical node over the physical bandwidth capacity of the node. Note that in this paper, we assume that
the total traﬃc in a substrate node is the total traﬃc in its
incoming physical links plus the total traﬃc in its outgoing
physical links. This also deﬁnes the switching capacity of a
substrate node. Accordingly, s˜1 (vis ) is concerned with the offpeak traﬃc intensity by considering both incoming and outgoing off-peak traﬃc to the substrate node. However, if the
node is the source/sink of traﬃc, it considers only one of the
ﬂows because the other one is zero.
Consequently, in this problem, the higher physical node’s
stress rate means that the node is utilized more in terms of
off-peak processing and traﬃc demands. In this regard, we
do not re-map virtual nodes that are mapped onto physical
nodes with s˜1 (vis ) ≥ T to decrease the traﬃc disruptions due
to the reconﬁguration. T is the stress rate’s threshold, and it
is a real number between 0 and 1. Providers could adjust T .
Decreasing T decreases the amount of energy that the programs could save, but it also reduces traﬃc interruptions due
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to the reconﬁguration. This is because a smaller number of
physical nodes and links are considered for energy saving.
We formulate ONL-LNLs-F as a MILP. ONL-LNLs-F is a
combination of two sub-problems with the same objective.
The ﬁrst sub-problem is a node reconﬁguration problem that
reconﬁgures the mapping of virtual nodes. The second subproblem is a link reconﬁguration problem that reconﬁgures
the mapping of virtual links. The link reconﬁguration subproblem can be formulated as a multi-commodity ﬂow problem. In the context of this sub-problem, a virtual link is a
commodity. Multiple virtual links are multiple commodities.
To achieve the optimal result, it is necessary to formulate a
single problem that combines both of the sub-problems.
The substrate network is known to the program, and
therefore, the bandwidth capacity of every physical node and
link and the processing capacity of each physical node are
given. The allocated virtual networks are also identiﬁed, and
thus, φ(vkn , vis ) for any virtual node in every physical node is
speciﬁed. In addition, the off-peak processing demand Ćc (vkn )
of every virtual node is known to the program. In the context
of the link reconﬁguration sub-problem, we have Ln commodities for the nth virtual network. For each lnam ,bm , as a
commodity, we are given a scalar ŕnm that refers to the viri, j
tual link’s off-peak traﬃc demand. Additionally, ŕn (m) for
every virtual link in each physical link is speciﬁed. Moreover,
am ,bm
i
i
 m
. vis is a ren (vs ) is 1 if vs is a relay substrate node for ln
am ,bm
if the source or sink virtual node of lnam ,bm
lay node for ln
is not mapped onto vis , while vis is on the allocated path for
m
lnam ,bm and forwards its traﬃc. Otherwise,  n (vis ) is 0.
Therefore, ONL-LNLs-F is formulated as a MILP as follows:
Optimization variables:
• α(vis ) is a binary variable. It denotes the status of vis . α(vis )
is 1 in the case where vis is active; otherwise, it is 0.
i, j
i, j
• α(ls ) is a binary variable. It refers to the status of ls .
i, j
i, j
α(ls ) is 1 in the case where ls is active; otherwise, it
is 0.
• φ̃(vkn , vis ) is a binary variable that expresses whether the
virtual node vkn is re-allocated in the physical node vis
during the reconﬁguration process. If the program reallocates vkn in vis , then φ̃(vkn , vis ) is 1. Otherwise, φ̃(vkn , vis )
is 0.
i, j
• f  n (m) is a real-valued variable. It denotes the reallocated off-peak traﬃc capacity to the mth virtual link
i, j
i, j
of the nth virtual network in ls . f  n (m) is the result of
the node reconﬁguration sub-problem.
• ω̇nm is a binary variable. It is 1 if the program sets at least
a relay node for lnam ,bm into sleep mode. Otherwise, it is 0.
• ω̈nm is a binary variable. It is 1 if the program re-allocates
the source virtual node vanm , the sink virtual node vbnm of
lnam ,bm , or both of them to another physical node. Otherwise, it is 0.
i, j
• fn (m) is a real-valued variable. It denotes the reallocated off-peak traﬃc capacity to the mth virtual link
i, j
i, j
of the nth virtual network in ls . fn (m) is the result of
the link reconﬁguration sub-problem.
Objective function: This program intends to minimize the
VNE’s total node and link energy consumption during the
off-peak time according to the ﬁxed power model. Eq. (9)
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Table 1
Re-allocation combinations for virtual nodes of lnam ,bm and the required offpeak traﬃc to be rerouted.

maintains this objective.



Minimize



      i, j  m  i, j 
α vis p̃m vis +
α ls p̃ ls

(9)

(i, j)∈Es

i∈Vs

Constraints: A substrate node might host virtual nodes,
and it may also relay the traﬃc of other virtual nodes. In this
regard, setting a substrate node into sleep mode requires satisfying some constraints to maintain virtual networks’ offpeak processing and traﬃc demands. In regard to the node
reconﬁguration sub-problem, if the program decides to set a
physical node vis into sleep mode, it needs to suggest an alternative physical node for each of the allocated virtual nodes in
vis . Eq. (10) preserves this condition. If vkn is already allocated
in vis , then φ(vkn , vis ) is 1. In the case where the program sets

vis into sleep mode, α(vis ) is 0. Therefore, j∈Vs φ̃(vkn , vsj ) must
be 1, which means that vkn is re-allocated into an alternative
physical node. This constraint also ensures that the program
re-allocates a virtual node only in a single alternative physical node. However, if vkn is not allocated in vis , then φ(vkn , vis )
is 0, and therefore, the constraint in Eq. (10) is always satisﬁed. Note that if the program leaves vis active, then none of
the allocated virtual nodes in vis can be re-allocated.


    k j

φ vkn , vis 1 − α vis −
φ̃ vn , vs = 0,
j∈Vs

∀i ∈ Vs , ∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ }, ∀k ∈ Vn

(10)

The alternative physical node needs to have some speciﬁcations. First, it has to support the off-peak processing demand Ćc (vkn ) of vkn . In this regard, as stated in the
constraint in Eq. (11), the physical processing capacity
Cc (vis ) of every substrate node must be equal to or greater
than the total off-peak processing rate of already allocated
and not re-mapped virtual nodes in the substrate node


( {n|Gn ∈} k∈Vn φ(vkn , vis )Ćc (vkn )) plus the total off-peak processing demand of re-allocated virtual nodes in the substrate


node ( {n|Gn ∈} k∈Vn φ̃(vkn , vis )Ćc (vkn )).





{n|Gn ∈} k∈Vn



+


  
φ vkn , vis Ćc vkn




φ̃ vkn , vis Ćc (vkn ) ≤ Cc (vis ), ∀i ∈ Vs

(11)

{n|Gn ∈} k∈Vn

Second, the replaced physical node must be active. The
constraint in Eq. (12) retains this concern. If vis was
set into sleep mode, then α(vis ) is 0, and therefore,


k
i
{n|Gn ∈} k∈Vn φ̃(vn , vs ) must be 0, which means that no
virtual node can be re-allocated in vis . This constraint, together with the constraint in Eq. (10), ensures that a virtual
node cannot be re-allocated in the original substrate node,
which is the physical node that the virtual node was previously allocated in. Note that B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 , and B5 are integer
numbers, and they must be large enough to be greater than
the left-hand side of their respective equations.






 

φ̃ vkn , vis ≤ B1 α vis , ∀i ∈ Vs

(12)

{n|Gn ∈} k∈Vn

Third, each virtual node is associated with one or multiple
virtual links. Hence, as indicated in the constraints presented
in Eq. (13), we do not re-allocate the source virtual node vanm

φ(vanm , vis )

φ̃(vanm , vis )

φ(vbnm , vsj )

φ̃(vbnm , vsj )

Off-peak traﬃc
to be rerouted

0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0

1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

ŕnm
ŕnm
ŕnm
0
0
0
0
0
0

and the sink virtual node vbnm of the mth virtual link in a single
substrate node. This is the case in the majority of the available VNE embedding methods.





φ̃ vanm , vis + φ̃ vbnm , vis ≤ 1,




φ vanm , vis + φ̃ vbnm , vis ≤ 1,




φ̃ vanm , vis + φ vbnm , vis ≤ 1,
∀i ∈ Vs , ∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ }, m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln

(13)

Fourth, it must be possible to re-map the off-peak traﬃc demand of all the virtual links belonging to the re-allocated
virtual nodes. In this regard, we ﬁrst ﬁnd the off-peak trafﬁc demand between virtual nodes in every pair of modiﬁed
substrate nodes to consider the re-allocation of virtual nodes.
j
Assuming a pair of substrate nodes such as vis and vs , Table 1
summarizes the possible re-allocation combinations for the
source virtual node vanm and the sink virtual node vbnm of lnam ,bm
in these substrate nodes.
Table 1 determines the amount of off-peak traﬃc demand
that needs to be re-allocated due to reconﬁguring the mapping of virtual links between virtual nodes on every pair of
substrate nodes. For instance, the ﬁrst row indicates that the
source virtual node of lnam ,bm is re-allocated in vis and the sink
j
virtual node of lnam ,bm is re-allocated in vs ; thus, the off-peak
traﬃc demand of ŕnm needs to be re-mapped from the virtual
j
node in vis to the virtual node in vs . However, in the second
am ,bm
is re-allocated in vis ,
row, the source virtual node of ln
j
while its sink virtual node is already mapped onto vs , and it
is not modiﬁed. Therefore, the off-peak traﬃc demand of ŕnm
needs to be re-mapped from the virtual node in vis to the virj
tual node in vs . The program derives the amount of off-peak
traﬃc capacity that is required to be re-allocated between
virtual nodes in any pair of physical nodes for every virtual
link.
Note that when both the source and sink virtual nodes of
a virtual link are re-allocated in other physical nodes (ﬁrst
row), the off-peak traﬃc demand should be re-mapped only
between the re-allocated source and sink virtual nodes. However, according to Table 1, in this case, the off-peak traﬃc
demand might also be re-mapped between the original virtual node and the re-allocated virtual nodes (second or third
row), which is not desirable.
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Consequently, dn (m)ŕnm is the off-peak traﬃc demand of
that needs to be re-allocated from the virtual node in vis
j
i, j
to the virtual node in vs . dn (m) can be derived as expressed
in Eq. (15).
Hence, by specifying the amount of every off-peak trafﬁc demand that needs to be re-mapped, the constraint in
Eq. (14) preserves one or multiple paths between the reconﬁgured source and sink virtual nodes. The constraint in
Eq. (14) and the objective function force the program to
choose the path with the minimum number of active physical links. In the case where there is no path between the
modiﬁed virtual nodes, the program does not reconﬁgure the
mapping of them.
i, j

lnam ,bm



i, j

{ j|(i, j)∈Es }

=



f  n (m) −



f  n (m)
j,i

{ j|( j,i)∈Es }

dni, j

(m)

ŕnm

−

j∈Vs



dnj,i (m)ŕnm ,
(14)

where:

dni, j (m) =

1−



  a i   b j
φ vnm , vs φ̃ vnm , vs


 

 

+ φ vbnm , vsj φ̃ vanm , vis + φ̃ vanm , vis φ̃ vbnm , vsj
×

(15)

vis

As discussed, a substrate node might also forward the trafﬁc of other virtual nodes and play the relay role. Therefore,
it is essential to re-map the virtual links that vis relay their
traﬃc before setting vis into sleep mode. This is the link reconﬁguration sub-problem. In this regard, if one or multiple relay substrate nodes for lnam ,bm are set into sleep mode,
Eq. (16) sets the binary variable ω̇nm to 1. Otherwise, ω̇nm is set
to 0. In addition, if the source or sink virtual nodes of lnam ,bm
or both of them are re-allocated, Eq. (17) sets the binary variable ω̈nm to 1. Otherwise, ω̈nm is 0. In this phase, we intend to
re-map only the virtual links in which one or more of their relay nodes over their allocated paths are set into sleep mode,
while their source and sink virtual nodes are not re-allocated.
By ﬁnding the values of ω̇nm and ω̈nm for every virtual link,
ω̇nm − ω̇nm ω̈nm indicates whether the virtual link needs to be
re-mapped (ω̇nm − ω̇nm ω̈nm = 1) or not (ω̇nm − ω̇nm ω̈nm = 0). The
constraint in Eq. (18) re-maps the off-peak traﬃc demand of
virtual links in which one or more of their relay substrate
nodes are set into sleep mode and their source and sink virtual nodes are not re-allocated. Note that the constraint in
Eq. (14) re-maps a virtual link, as a part of the node reconﬁguration sub-problem, if its source or sink virtual node, or
both of them, are re-allocated in other physical nodes. Therefore, the program does not consider the re-mapping of such
a virtual link again.

ω̇nm ≤

 i 
 i 
 m
≤ B2 ω̇nm ,
n vs 1 − α vs

ω̈ ≤
m
n



φ̃ v





v + φ̃ v

am
i
n , s

bm
i
n , s

v



≤ B3 ω̈

m
n ,

i∈Vs

∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ }, m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln

{ j|( j,i)∈Es }

⎧ m
m m m
⎨(ω̇n − ω̇n ω̈n )ŕn
m m
= (ω̇n ω̈n − ω̇nm )ŕnm
⎩
0

if i = am
if i = bm ,
otherwise

∀i ∈ Vs , ∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ }, m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln

(18)

Re-allocating virtual links by either the constraint in Eq. (14)
or the constraint in Eq. (18) also requires satisfying some
other constraints. First, the program ensures in the constraint in Eq. (19) that no rerouted traﬃc passes through
the sleeping physical nodes. The constraint in Eq. (19) ensures that the total outgoing re-allocated off-peak traf
Ln

i, j
 i, j
ﬁc capacity
{ j|(i, j)∈Es } {n|Gn ∈} m=1 ( fn (m) + f n (m))
and the total incoming re-allocated off-peak traﬃc capacity

Ln

j,i
 j,i
{ j|( j,i)∈Es } {n|Gn ∈} m=1 ( fn (m) + f n (m)) in a sleeping



Ln







+



i, j
fni, j (m) + f  n (m)

(17)

Ln







j,i
fnj,i (m) + f  n (m)

{ j|( j,i)∈Es } {n|Gn ∈} m=1

≤ B4 α

 i
vs , ∀i ∈ Vs

(19)

Second, the total embedded off-peak traﬃc capacity in every substrate link must be equal to or less than its physical
bandwidth capacity, as indicated in the constraint in Eq. (20).
In this program, three types of traﬃc capacities form the total
i, j
embedded off-peak traﬃc capacity in a substrate link ls . The
ﬁrst type is the off-peak traﬃc capacity of the virtual links
that are not re-allocated through the reconﬁguration process.
In this regard, none of the relay substrate nodes in the already allocated paths for the virtual link are set into sleep
mode, and therefore, 1 − ω̇nm = 1. Moreover, the source and
sink virtual nodes of the virtual link are not re-allocated during the reconﬁguration process; thus, 1 − ω̈nm = 1. Nonetheless, if the virtual link is re-allocated, this off-peak traﬃc is
not considered. The second type is the re-allocated off-peak
i, j
traﬃc capacity f  n (m) to a virtual link in the substrate link,
as the result of the node reconﬁguration sub-problem. However, the third type is the re-allocated off-peak traﬃc capaci, j
ity fn (m) to a virtual link in the substrate link, as the result
of the link reconﬁguration sub-problem. Eq. (21) deﬁnes the
total traﬃc in a substrate link.

 

 

r lsi, j ≤ Cb lsi, j ,

∀(i, j) ∈ Es

(20)

where

 

r lsi, j =



Ln



{n|Gn ∈} m=1



1 − ω̇nm (1 − ω̈nm )ŕni, j (m)



+ f  n (m) + fni, j (m)
i, j

(16)

i∈Vs



{ j|(i, j)∈Es }

fnj,i (m)

{ j|(i, j)∈Es } {n|Gn ∈} m=1

φ̃(vanm , vxs )φ̃(vbnm , vys )

x∈Vs y∈Vs





fni, j (m) −

physical node (α(vis ) = 0) are 0.

j∈Vs

∀i ∈ Vs , ∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ }, m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln
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(21)

Third, the total embedded off-peak traﬃc capacity in every
substrate node must be equal to or less than its physical
bandwidth capacity, as indicated in Eq. (22). Note that the
total traﬃc in a substrate node is the total traﬃc in its incoming physical links plus the total traﬃc in its outgoing physical
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links. Eq. (23) deﬁnes the total traﬃc in a substrate node.

 
 
r vis ≤ Cb vis , ∀i ∈ Vs
where

 



r(vis ) =

(22)



r lsi, j +

{ j|(i, j)∈Es }

 

r lsj,i

(23)

{ j|( j,i)∈Es }

Furthermore, we do not re-allocate the allocated virtual
nodes in highly stressed substrate nodes, and the virtual links
in all the physical nodes along their allocated paths are highly
stressed. The constraint in Eq. (24) requires that a physical
node vis with s˜1 (vis ) ≥ T must stay active α(vis ) = 1. Consequently, Eq. (10) does not allow the program to re-allocate
any allocated virtual nodes in the physical node vis . Moreover,
Eqs. (16) and 17 ensure that a virtual link in all the physical
nodes along their allocated paths are highly stressed is not
re-allocated.

 
∀i ∈ {i|i ∈ Vs , s˜1 vis ≥ T } :

 
α vis = 1

(24)

The constraint in Eq. (25) makes the program linear by seti, j
ting the auxiliary binary variable α(ls ) to 1 if there is any
i, j
i, j
traﬃc in ls . Otherwise, α(ls ) is 0.

 

 

r lsi, j ≤ B5 α lsi, j ,

∀(i, j) ∈ Es

(25)

The variables must also be in the following bounds:

fni, j (m) ≥ 0,

f  n (m) ≥ 0,
i, j

∀(i, j) ∈ Es , ∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ }, m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln
 
α lsi, j ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i, j) ∈ Es

(26)

α(vis ) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ Vs

(28)

φ̃(vkn , vis ) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ Vs ,
∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ }, ∀k ∈ Vn

(27)

(29)

4.2.2. Off-peak node and link energy optimization by local link
reconﬁguration
We deﬁne a different stress rate for intermediate substrate nodes in this section. Accordingly, a solution is proposed to optimize the total energy consumption of the intermediate substrate nodes and substrate links during the offpeak time. We do not re-map virtual nodes in this problem.
This method might set the less stressed intermediate substrate nodes and their respective substrate links into sleep
mode for the off-peak time. We re-map a virtual link if and
only if we sleep at least one intermediate substrate node over
its embedded path. The programs also consider the VNE’s
link energy consumption by setting the maximum number
of physical links into sleep mode during the re-allocation of
virtual links. A MILP for splittable traﬃc and a BILP for nonsplittable traﬃc are formulated for this strategy.
The stress rate s˜2 (vis ) of a physical node vis in this problem indicates the intensity of involved VNs and the total offpeak traﬃc demand in the substrate node. The deﬁnition of
a physical node’s stress rate in this problem is different than
the deﬁnition of a physical node’s stress rate in the previous
problem because we do not reconﬁgure virtual nodes in this
case. A VN is involved in a substrate node vis if at least one
of its virtual nodes is mapped onto vis or at least one of its
mapped virtual links passes through vis . Assume that η(vis ) is
the number of virtual networks involved in physical node vis ;
then, the following equation deﬁnes s˜2 (vis ).

s˜2 (vis ) =

η(vis )
||


ω̇nm ∈ {0, 1}, ω̈nm ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ },
m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln

which is a simple two-commodity integer ﬂow problem. It is
proven in [22] that this simple two-commodity integer ﬂow
problem is N P-hard. Hence, our formulated MILP for offpeak node and link energy optimization by local node and
link reconﬁguration is N P-hard.

+
(30)

There are some constraints in the program that include
the product of binary variables. This issue makes the program
nonlinear. However, a product of two binary variables can be
replaced by one new binary variable, on which a number of
constraints are imposed to the program [21], and therefore,
the program remains linear. The extension to the products of
more binary variables is straightforward. Considering the binary variables x1 and x2 , their product x1 x2 could be replaced
by a new binary variable y, while the following constraints
force y to take the value of x1 x2 .

y ≤ x1

(31)

y ≤ x2

(32)

y ≥ x1 + x2 − 1

(33)

y ∈ {0, 1}

(34)

As described, the formulated MILP for ONL-LNLs-F includes two sub-problems. The link reconﬁguration subproblem can be reduced to the problem discussed in [22],



{ j|(i, j)∈Es }

{ j|( j,i)∈Es }





{n|Gn ∈}

 
Cb vis

{n|Gn ∈}

 
Cb vis

Ln

Ln

i, j
m=1 ŕn

j,i
m=1 ŕn

(m)

(m)


(35)

s˜2 (vis ) considers two parameters. The ﬁrst parameter is
the fraction of the number of involved VNs in the node
over the total number of active VNs. This parameter denotes the intensity of involved VNs in vis . However, the second parameter considers the off-peak traﬃc demand by
ﬁnding the fraction of total off-peak traﬃc that passes the
substrate node over the bandwidth capacity of the node.
Consequently, in this problem, a higher physical node’s
stress rate means that a larger number of VNs are involved in the node, while the substrate node is utilized
more in terms of off-peak traﬃc. In this regard, we do
not set the intermediate physical nodes with s˜2 (vis ) ≥ T
into sleep mode. Virtual links where the stress rate of all
the physical nodes along their allocated paths are equal to
or greater than T are also not re-mapped. These actions
help to decrease traﬃc disruptions due to the reconﬁguration. Note that the threshold value of T is adjustable.
Providers can adjust the value of T and therefore manage
the level of the reconﬁguration. Decreasing the s˜2 threshold
decreases the amount of energy that the programs could save
and reduces possible traﬃc interruptions because a smaller
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number of physical nodes and links will be considered for
energy saving. The impact of different values for the stress
rate threshold on the energy-saving ability of the solutions is
discussed in Section 6.
The traﬃc might be splittable or non-splittable. In the
splittable case, the traﬃc demand of each virtual link could
be carried by one or multiple paths in the substrate network. However, if the traﬃc is non-splittable, each virtual
link’s traﬃc demand may be required to follow the same path
through the network rather than be divided among multiple
paths. It is expected to save higher amounts of energy when
traﬃc is splittable because we are more ﬂexible in terms of
ﬁnding alternative paths. This is a major restriction that has
an important impact on the solution methodology. In this regard, we formulate off-peak node and link energy optimization by local link reconﬁguration for both splittable and nonsplittable traﬃc.
4.2.2.1. Splittable traﬃc (ONL-LLs-F). The deﬁned local link
reconﬁguration problem, in the case of splittable traﬃc, can
be formulated as a MILP in the category of multi-commodity
ﬂow problems. In the context of this problem, every virtual
link is a commodity. The off-peak node and link energy optimization by local link reconﬁguration that is formulated
based on the ﬁxed power model while traﬃc is splittable is
called ONL-LLs-F.
Similar to the previous problem, the substrate network
topology is speciﬁed. The physical bandwidth capacity of every substrate node and link is known. Allocated virtual networks are also identiﬁed. In this problem, we have Ln commodities for the nth virtual network. For each virtual link
lnam ,bm , as a commodity, we are given a scalar ŕnm that refers
i, j
to the virtual link’s off-peak traﬃc demand. ŕn (m) for every virtual link in each physical link is also known. Moreover, nm (vis ) indicates whether the allocated path for lnam ,bm
includes vis . nm (vis ) is 1 if the allocated path for lnam ,bm contains vis . Otherwise, nm (vis ) is 0.
Therefore, ONL-LLs-F is formulated as a MILP as follows:
Optimization variables:
• α(vis ) is a binary variable. It denotes the status of vis . α(vis )
is 1 in the case where vis is active; otherwise, it is 0.
i, j
i, j
• α(ls ) is a binary variable. It refers to the status of ls .
i, j
i, j
α(ls ) is 1 in the case where ls is active; otherwise, it
is 0.
• ωnm is a binary variable. It is 1 in the case where at least
one physical node over the allocated path for lnam ,bm is set
into sleep mode. Otherwise, it is 0.
i, j
• fn (m) is a real-valued variable. It denotes the reallocated off-peak traﬃc capacity to the mth virtual link
i, j
of the nth virtual network in ls .
Objective function: This program aims to minimize the total energy consumption by physical intermediate nodes and
physical links during the off-peak time according to the ﬁxed
power model. Eq. (36) and the constraint in Eq. (38) that allows only intermediate substrate nodes to be set into sleep
mode preserve this objective.



Minimize


i∈Vs

      i, j  m  i, j 
α vis p̃m vis +
α ls p̃ ls
(i, j)∈Es

(36)
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Constraints: If the program places an intermediate physical node into sleep mode, it needs to suggest one or more
alternative paths for every virtual link that was passing the
substrate node. In this regard, the constraint in Eq. (37) sets
the binary variable ωnm to 1 if at least one physical node vis
that is on the allocated path for lnam ,bm (nm (vis ) = 1) is set into
sleep mode (α(vis ) = 0). Otherwise, ωnm is 0. The program derives ωnm for every virtual link. ωnm determines whether lnam ,bm
is required to be re-mapped. Thus, the constraint in Eq. (38)
preserves at least one alternative path from the source virtual
node vanm to the sink virtual node vbnm of lnam ,bm if ωnm is 1. In
the case where ωnm is 0, lnam ,bm is not re-mapped. Note that the
constraint in Eq. (38) does not allow a physical node in which
at least one virtual node is allocated in it to be set into sleep
mode. The program also considers the VNE’s link energy consumption by re-allocating virtual links in the substrate paths
with the minimum number of physical links. Nevertheless, it
is also necessary to satisfy some other constraints when reallocating a virtual link. Note that B1 , B2 , and B3 are integer
numbers, and they must be large enough to be greater than
the left-hand side of their respective equations.

ωnm ≤





nm (vis ) 1 − α(vis ) ≤ B1 ωnm ,

i∈Vs

∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ }, m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln




fni, j (m) −

{ j|(i, j)∈Es }

⎧ m m
⎪
⎨ωn ŕn
= −ωnm ŕnm
⎪
⎩
0

(37)

fnj,i (m)

{ j|( j,i)∈Es }

if i = am
if i = bm ,
otherwise

∀i ∈ Vs , ∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ }, m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln ,

(38)

First, it is not feasible that the re-allocated off-peak traﬃc
passes through the sleeping physical nodes. Thus, the constraint in Eq. (39) ensures that the total incoming and outgoing re-allocated traﬃc passing through a sleeping physical
node (α(vis ) = 0) is 0.





Ln


fni, j (m) +

{ j|(i, j)∈Es } {n|Gn ∈} m=1

≤ B2 α(vis ),

∀i ∈ Vs





Ln


fnj,i (m)

{ j|( j,i)∈Es } {n|Gn ∈} m=1

(39)

Second, the total embedded off-peak traﬃc capacity in every substrate link must be equal to or less than its physical
bandwidth capacity. Eq. (40) preserves this constraint. In this
problem, two types of traﬃc capacities form the total embedi, j
ded off-peak traﬃc capacity in a substrate link ls . The ﬁrst
type is the embedded off-peak traﬃc capacity to the virtual
links that are not re-allocated by the program. 1 − ωnm determines whether lnam ,bm is re-allocated. If the program re-maps
lnam ,bm , then ωnm is 1. Therefore, 1 − ωnm is 0, which means that
lnam ,bm is re-allocated, and thus, its off-peak traﬃc capacity
does not exist in its original path. In contrast, if lnam ,bm is not
re-allocated, then 1 − ωnm is 1, and its off-peak traﬃc capacity
is counted. The second type is the re-allocated off-peak traﬃc
i, j
capacity fn (m) to virtual links in the substrate link. ConseLn

i, j
m i, j
quently,
{n|Gn ∈} m=1 ((1 − ωn )ŕn (m) + fn (m)) is the
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i, j

ONL-LLns-F is formulated as a BILP as follows:
Optimization variables:

total embedded off-peak traﬃc capacity in ls .

r(lsi, j ) ≤ Cb (lsi, j ),

∀(i, j) ∈ Es

(40)

where

 

r lsi, j =



Ln







1 − ωnm ŕni, j (m) + fni, j (m)

(41)

{n|Gn ∈} m=1

Third, the total embedded off-peak traﬃc capacity in a substrate node must be equal to or less than its physical bandwidth capacity Cb (vis ), as expressed in (42). The total traﬃc
in a substrate node is the total traﬃc in its incoming physical links plus the total off-peak traﬃc in its outgoing physical
links. Eq. (43) deﬁnes the total traﬃc in a substrate node.

r

 i
vs ≤ Cb (vis ), ∀i ∈ Vs

where

r(vis ) =



r(lsi, j ) +

{ j|(i, j)∈Es }

(42)



r(lsj,i )

(43)

{ j|( j,i)∈Es }

As discussed, we do not sleep the highly stressed physical
nodes. The constraint in Eq. (44) ensures that a substrate
node with s˜2 (vis ) ≥ T remains active. Moreover, if all the
physical nodes along the allocated path for a virtual link are
highly stressed, the constraint in Eq. (37) ensures that the virtual link is not re-allocated.

 
 
α vis = 1, ∀i ∈ {i|i ∈ Vs , s˜2 vis ≥ T }

(44)

The constraint in Eq. (45) makes the program linear, similar
to the ﬁrst program.

 

 

r lsi, j ≤ B3 α lsi, j ,

∀(i, j) ∈ Es

(45)

The variables must also remain in the following bounds:

fni, j

 i, j 

α ls

∈ {0, 1},

(46)

∀(i, j) ∈ Es

Objective function: The same objective as Eq. (36).
Constraints: The constraints in Eqs. (37), (40), (42), (44),
and (45) and the following: This program works almost the
same as the program formulated for ONL-LLs-F. However, in
contrast to the program developed for ONL-LLs-F and because traﬃc is non-splittable, the BILP must ﬁnd only a single alternative path for any re-allocated virtual link. In this
regard, if the program needs to re-map lnam ,bm , then ωnm is 1.
Therefore, the constraint in Eq. (50) requires routing a single
i, j
unit of data from vanm to vbnm . Because the variable zn (m) is
binary, the unit of data could not be split. Moreover, Eq. (51)
limits the program routing such that the maximum number
of incoming and outgoing ﬂows for any node is two to prevent a loop. Thus, the driven route will be a single path from
node vanm to vbnm , which will be used as the replaced path for
lnam ,bm .



(47)

 m
ωn
= −ωnm
0

(48)

ωnm ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ }, m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln

(49)

4.2.2.2. Non-splittable traﬃc (ONL-LLns-F). The traﬃc might
be non-splittable, that is, each traﬃc demand has to be carried on the same path. The deﬁned local link reconﬁguration
problem, in the case of non-splittable traﬃc, can be formulated as a BILP in the category of multi-commodity ﬂow problems. Similar to ONL-LLs-F, each virtual link is a commodity in the context of this problem. A virtual link as a commodity generates traﬃc that ﬂows through its allocated path.
Different from when traﬃc is splittable, the traﬃc of every
re-mapped virtual link must be carried in a single substrate
path. The off-peak node and link energy optimization by local link reconﬁguration that is formulated based on the ﬁxed
power model while traﬃc is non-splittable is called ONLLLns-F. The input of this problem is the same as the input for
the MILP formulated for ONL-LLs-F.

znj,i (m)

{ j|( j,i)∈Es }

i f i = am
i f i = bm ,
otherwise

∀i ∈ Vs , ∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ }, m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln


 
α vis ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ Vs



zni, j (m) −

{ j|(i, j)∈Es }

(m) ≥ 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ Es , ∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ },

m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln

• α(vis ) is a binary variable. α(vis ) denotes the status of vis .
α(vis ) is 1 in the case where vis is active; otherwise, it is 0.
i, j
i, j
i, j
• α(ls ) is a binary variable. α(ls ) refers to the status of ls .
α(lsi, j ) is 1 in the case where lsi, j is active; otherwise, it is
0.
• ωnm is a binary variable. ωnm is 1 in the case where at least
one physical node over the allocated path for lnam ,bm is set
into sleep mode. Otherwise, ωnm is 0.
i, j
i, j
• zn (m) is a binary variable. zn (m) is 1 in the case where
i, j
am ,bm
includes ls . Otherwise,
the re-mapped path to ln
i, j
zn (m) is 0.



zni, j (m) +

{ j|(i, j)∈Es }

(50)

znj,i (m) ≤ 2,

{ j|( j,i)∈Es }

∀i ∈ Vs , ∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ }, m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln ,

(51)

The constraint in Eq. (52) ensures that any rerouted traﬃc
ﬂow does not pass through the sleeping nodes.





Ln


zni, j (m)

{ j|(i, j)∈Es } {n|Gn ∈} m=1

+





Ln


znj,i (m) ≤ B2 α(vis ),

∀i ∈ Vs

(52)

{ j|( j,i)∈Es } {n|Gn ∈} m=1

Note that the total embedded off-peak traﬃc capacity in any
physical link is calculated similar to the previous program,
i, j
but here, zn (m)ŕnm determines the re-allocated off-peak trafi, j
ﬁc capacity to a virtual link lnam ,bm in ls . If the off-peak traﬃc
i, j
i, j
am ,bm
m
is rerouted through ls , then zn (m)ŕnm is
demand ŕn of ln
equal to ŕnm . Otherwise, this amount is 0. This is reﬂected in
Eq. (53).
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r lsi, j =



Ln





1 − ωnm ŕni, j (m) + zni, j (m)ŕnm



power model.
(53)

{n|Gn ∈} m=1

The variables must hold in the bounds in Eqs. 47–(49) and
the following:

zni, j (m) ∈ {0, 1},
m = 1, 2, . . . , Ln
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∀(i, j) ∈ Es , ∀n ∈ {n|Gn ∈ },



 
 
 i  b  i  r vis  m  i 
Minimize
α vs p̃ vs +  i  p̃ vs − p̃b vis
Cb vs
i∈Vs
 i, j 

 
    r ls   
+
α lsi, j p̃b lsi, j +  i, j  p̃m lsi, j − p̃b lsi, j


(i, j)∈Es

Cb ls

(54)

(55)

The rest of the program works similar to the program formulated for ONL-LLs-F.
Both of the formulated integer linear programs for ONLLLs-F and ONL-LLns-F can be reduced to the problem discussed in [22], which is a simple two-commodity integer
ﬂow problem. It is proven in [22] that this simple twocommodity integer ﬂow problem is N P-hard. Hence, the formulated ILPs for off-peak node and link energy optimization
by local link reconﬁguration, either in the case of splittable
traﬃc demands or non-splittable traﬃc demands, are N Phard.

By modifying the objective functions of the formulated
programs and keeping the same constraints and bounds, the
programs optimize the node and link energy consumption
of the VNE during the off-peak period based on the semiproportional power model.
Note that off-peak node and link energy optimization
by local node and link reconﬁguration, which is formulated
based on the semi-proportional power model, while traﬃc is
splittable is called ONL-LNLs-SP. Moreover, the off-peak node
and link energy optimization by the local link reconﬁguration
problem that is deﬁned according to the semi-proportional
power model is called ONL-LLs-SP in the case of splittable
traﬃc and ONL-LLns-SP in the case of non-splittable traﬃc.

4.3. Programs based on the semi-proportional power model
5. Heuristic algorithm
The previous section developed energy-saving programs
for the VNE’s nodes and links conforming to the ﬁxed link
power model. According to the ﬁxed link power model, an
active physical node and link consumes a constant amount
of energy, regardless of its traﬃc load. Therefore, the formulated programs reduce the VNE’s total node and link energy
consumption by setting physical nodes and links into sleep
mode.
Nevertheless, considering a constant amount of power for
an active physical node or link is not eﬃcient. As discussed
in Section 3, the semi-proportional link power model deﬁnes
a traﬃc-adaptive power model for a physical node or link.
Based on this power model, a large portion of the power consumed by a physical node or link is for keeping the device
operational. Nonetheless, in contrast to the ﬁxed link power
model, the traﬃc load in the network element also changes
its energy consumption. In this regard, it may be possible to
reduce the node or link energy consumption by either setting
the device into sleep mode or by rerouting its traﬃc load to
the other active part of the network. However, we could save
a larger amount of energy by sleeping the device compared
to rerouting its traﬃc load.
Consequently, the energy-saving solutions for the semiproportional power model are different from the ﬁxed link
power model solutions. The programs deﬁned in the previous
section are required to be modiﬁed to optimize the energy
based on the semi-proportional power model. In this regard, it
is essential to modify the objective functions deﬁned in each
of the formulated programs to minimize the node and link
energy consumption based on the semi-proportional power
model. The power consumption of a single physical node according to the semi-proportional power model is deﬁned in
Eq. (3). In addition, the power consumption of a single physical link based on this model is also deﬁned in Eq. (4). Accordingly, it is necessary to replace the stated objective functions
in Eqs. (9) and (36) by the new objective function deﬁned in
Eq. (55), which is formulated based on the semi-proportional

The BILP for ONL-LLns-F discussed in Section 4.2.2.2 adjusts some of the already allocated virtual links to reduce
the total node and link energy consumption in the VNE during the off-peak time while traﬃc is non-splittable. Nevertheless, the BILP formulated for ONL-LLns-F is N P-hard, and
therefore, the optimization solution is not scalable in the
case of large network sizes due to the long execution time.
Hence, in this section, we propose an energy-saving heuristic
for ONL-LLns-F. The pseudocode of the heuristic is shown in
Algorithm 1.
We know from semi-proportional power models that a
very large part of the power consumption of a physical node
or link is for its base power consumption rather than the
traﬃc-related power consumption. Therefore, targeting only
the base power consumption of a device still provides an effective energy-saving method. Hence, to simplify the heuristic and decrease its time complexity, it is deﬁned based on
the ﬁxed power model. This means that the heuristic does
not save energy by rerouting the traﬃc.
Accordingly, the physical nodes consume more energy
than the physical links. In this regard, the algorithm ﬁrst calculates some metrics and then sorts the intermediate physical nodes according to their stress rate to check the node removal possibility. Subsequently, it attempts to ﬁnd an alternative path, with the minimum number of physical links, for
the off-peak traﬃc of every virtual link that was passing the
sleeping physical nodes.
The stress rate s˜2 (vis ) for a substrate node vis can be found
in a way similar to that calculated in Eq. (35). s˜2 (vis ) deﬁnes
the intensity of involved VNs and the total off-peak traﬃc
in a substrate node vis . This helps us in sorting and decisionmaking matters in the following phases.
A virtual link might get mapped onto a single physical link
or multiple physical links. In either case, the requested bandwidth will be allocated in the physical nodes and links. Because the virtual networks’ traﬃc rates are decreased during
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Algorithm 1 Heuristic algorithm for ONL-LLns-F.
for alli ∈Vs do
if s˜2 vis < T , and vis is an intermediate substrate node
then
3:
place vis in S_L, in ascending order, based on s˜2
4:
end if 
5:
if s˜2 vis = 0 then
1:
2:

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:

remove vis and all its respective physical links from
GTs
end if
end for
for all i such that vis is the top unchecked physical node
in S_L do
remove vis and all its respective physical links from GTs
for all virtual links lnam ,bm pass through vis do
ﬁnd K-shortest path from am to bm in GTs
for all K found paths do
x,y
for all (x, y) such that ls is on the alternative path
do  
 x,y  m
x,y
C̆b ls
= C̆b ls
− ŕn

 x,y 
if C̆b ls
< 0 then
 x,y 
 x,y 
C̆b ls

= C̆b ls

+ ŕnm

undo all the modiﬁcations respective to vis
break, and go for the next found path
else
x,y
x,y
ŕn (m) = ŕn (m) + ŕnm
end if
end for
j
for all j such that vs is an intermediate node on the
alternative
path
do
 j
 j
C̆b vs = C̆b vs − 2ŕnm

 j
 j
 j
C̆b vs = C̆b vs + 2ŕnm

if C̆b vs < 0 then

undo all the modiﬁcations respective to vis
break, and go for next found path
end if
end for
if the path is capable then
break from checking the rest of the found paths
end if
end for
if re-allocation was successful for lnam ,bm then
Remove the previously allocated virtual link capacities for lnam ,bm , on any physical link
else
place vis and all its respective physical links back to
GTs
undo all the modiﬁcations respective to vis
break, and go for next substrate node in S_L
end if
end for
end for
return GTs

the off-peak time, the entire allocated virtual link capacity is
not used. During this period, the off-peak demand is the reserved capacity in a substrate node or link, and the remaining bandwidth capacity could be shared. The unused off-peak
i, j
i, j
i, j
bandwidth capacity in ls is represented by C˘b (ls ). C˘b (ls ) is
i, j
equal to the physical link’s bandwidth capacity Cb (ls ) subi, j
tracted by the total off-peak traﬃc demand in ls . Eq. (56)
i,
j
deﬁnes C˘b (ls ). Moreover, as stated in Eq. (43), the total trafﬁc in a physical node vis is equal to the total outgoing and
incoming traﬃc of the node. Accordingly, the unused offpeak bandwidth capacity C˘b (vis ) of vis can be deﬁned as in
Eq. (57).

 

 



C˘b lsi, j = Cb lsi, j −

Ln


ŕni, j (m)

(56)

{n|Gn ∈} m=1


C˘b (vis ) = Cb (vis ) −





Ln


ŕni, j (m)

{ j|(i, j)∈Es } {n|Gn ∈} m=1

+





Ln




ŕnj,i (m)

(57)

{ j|( j,i)∈Es } {n|Gn ∈} m=1

Moreover, the algorithm creates an auxiliary off-peak
substrate topology GTs . Initially, GTs is the same as the substrate network topology.
By knowing the calculated metrics, the algorithm sorts
all the intermediate substrate nodes with a stress rate of
less than T . Because we do not reconﬁgure the mapping of
virtual nodes in ONL-LLns-F, the heuristic sets only capable intermediate nodes into sleep mode. In this regard, because the substrate nodes with the larger number of involved
VNs are more essential for connectivity and bandwidth demands, the algorithm starts setting intermediate physical
nodes into sleep mode from the node that has the smallest number of involved VNs and lowest off-peak utilization.
This occurs when the algorithm sorts the intermediate physical nodes with s˜2 (vis ) < T in ascending order based on s˜2 .
The list is represented by S_L. Note that the s˜2 (vis ) threshold amount is adjustable. We investigate the impact of different values for the s˜2 threshold on the heuristic’s outcome in
Section 6
The next step checks the possibility of removing the intermediate physical nodes and their respective physical links.
This step also ensures that the rearranged network accommodates the customer’s off-peak traﬃc demands. In this regard, the algorithm removes the top unchecked physical node
vis in S_L and its respective physical links from GTs . Nevertheless, there must be a single alternative path for every virtual
link lnam ,bm that was passing through the removed substrate
node vis . The algorithm ﬁnds K loopless shortest paths from
the source node of the virtual link to its sink node. Our preferred routing algorithm to ﬁnd K loopless shortest paths is
Yen’s algorithm [23], while the cost of every physical link is
assumed to be 1. Note that the value of K is adjustable, and
the effects of different values of K on the heuristic’s result
are discussed in Section 6. The alternative path must support
the off-peak traﬃc demand ŕnm of the respective virtual link
lnam ,bm . Therefore, a capable alternative path needs to satisfy
some constraints.
x,y
First, the unused off-peak bandwidth capacity C˘b (ls ) of
every physical link on the alternative path must be equal to
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or greater than the off-peak traﬃc demand ŕnm of the virtual
j
link. Second, the unused off-peak bandwidth capacity C˘b (vs )
of every physical node on the alternative path also must support the off-peak traﬃc demand ŕnm of the virtual link. If the
found path satisﬁes these constraints, then the algorithm upx,y
j
dates C˘b (ls ) and C˘b (vs ) of all the physical links and nodes
on the path, respectively, and stops checking the remaining
shortest paths. Moreover, it removes the previously allocated
traﬃc capacities for the virtual link. However, if one or more
physical nodes or links on the found path do not support the
demanded traﬃc, the heuristic checks the next shortest path.
In the case where there is no capable alternative path, the algorithm places the physical node and its respective physical
links back to GTs , discards the modiﬁcations, and checks the
removal possibility of the next substrate node in S_L.
After all of the physical nodes in S_L are checked, GTs is
returned as the energy-eﬃcient off-peak substrate topology.
As previously mentioned, the BILP deﬁned for off-peak
node and link energy optimization by local link reconﬁguration is N P-hard. Therefore, it is not scalable in the case
of large network scenarios due to the long execution time.
Nevertheless, it is expected that the proposed heuristic for
the same problem is considerably simpler and faster than
the formulated BILP. The largest loop, which starts on line
9 and ends on line 44, determines the complexity of the
proposed heuristic. In this regard, the main loop that starts
on line 9 is run for each physical node, and thus, its complexity is O(|Vs |). The ﬁrst sub-loop that starts on line 11 is
run for every virtual link belonging to all of the VNs, which
passes through the physical node. Therefore, its complexity
is O(|||Evm |), where Evm is the set of edges of the involved
virtual network with the largest number of virtual links. The
heuristic calls Yen’s algorithm on line 12. The complexity
of Yen’s algorithm is O(K |Vs |(|Es | + |Vs |log|Vs |). The second
sub-loop that starts on line 13 is run for K found shortest
paths, and consequently, its complexity is O(K). The third
sub-loop starting on line 14 checks the capability of every
physical link on the found path. Therefore, its complexity
is O(|Es |). The other sub-loop that runs alongside the previous one checks the eligibility of physical nodes on the found
path, and therefore, its complexity is O(|Vs |). The heuristic might need to check all the virtual links’ capacities in
every physical link, in the worst-case scenario, to discard
the capacity and traﬃc modiﬁcations for each rerouted virtual link. Thus, the complexity of the undoing function on
lines 18, 28 and 40 is O(|Es ||||Evm |). Hence, the complex2
ity of the proposed heuristic is O(K |Vs ||||Evm |(|Vs | log|Vs | +
2
m
m
|Es | |||Ev | + |Vs ||Es ||||Ev |)). Consequently, the proposed
heuristic algorithm is considerably simpler than the BILP, and
it could be solved in a polynomial time.

6. Evaluation
The proposed energy-saving solutions are supposed to reduce the total node and link energy consumption in VNEs
during off-peak times. They need to guarantee the full connectivity, off-peak bandwidth requirements, and off-peak
processing demands. Several random VNE setups have been
assessed to study the impact of different parameters on the
energy-saving capability of the discussed solutions.
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Recently, the Waxman algorithm [24] has been widely
used by researchers to generate random topologies for VNEs
[12,13,25–27]. Therefore, in this paper, the substrate and virtual networks’ topologies are generated using the Waxman
algorithm. Waxman generates random network topologies
based on two parameters, λ and μ. As λ increases, the probability of having an edge between any nodes in the topology is increased. As μ increases, there is a larger ratio of
long edges to short edges. In this paper, we choose the Waxman parameters for both the substrate and virtual networks’
topologies as λ = 0.5 and μ = 0.5 in an area size of 100 ×
100. After creating random substrate and virtual networks’
topologies, the substrate links’ bandwidth capacity and virtual links’ peak demand are generated randomly with a uniform distribution. The bandwidth capacity of each physical
link is a random amount between 100 Mbps and 200 Mbps,
but each virtual link’s bandwidth demand is generated randomly between 50 Mbps and 100 Mbps. Therefore, according to [18], the base and maximum physical link power consumption for any physical link are 0.9 W and 1.00 W, respectively. The bandwidth capacity of every physical node is a
constant amount of 1 Gbps. Moreover, the processing capacity of the physical and virtual nodes are generated randomly
with a uniform distribution. The processing capacity of each
substrate node is a random amount between 500 MHz and
800 MHz, but every virtual link’s processing demand is generated randomly between 400 MHz and 500 MHz. The randomly generated substrate networks are symmetric; thus, if
there is a physical link from node i to node j with a speciﬁc
amount of bandwidth capacity, there is also a physical link
from node j to node i with the same amount of bandwidth capacity. In the next step, each created virtual node is mapped
onto a substrate node belonging to the set of substrate node
candidates that have suﬃcient processing capacity for that
virtual node with a uniform distribution. Subsequently, every
generated virtual link’s peak bandwidth demand is allocated
in a substrate path through a state-of-the-art algorithm that
does not consider energy eﬃciency.
As discussed, the formulated ILPs are N P-hard, and thus,
they are not scalable for large network sizes. Therefore,
we assess the capability of the deﬁned ILPs on small random simulation setups, similar to the other related works in
[12–14,18]. The ILPs are solved using the CVX package [28],
which uses the MOSEK solver [29]. Nonetheless, the theoretical complexity analysis reveals the proposed heuristic algorithm is considerably simpler, and therefore, it is scalable
for large network sizes. Hence, the performance of the proposed heuristic is examined on medium random simulation
setups.
Every small random simulation setup contains 10 randomly generated VNEs. Each VNE in a small random simulation setup has at least 2 random virtual networks that are allocated in a single random substrate network, while the substrate network has 15 nodes and each virtual network has
5 nodes. The average number of physical links in the small
random simulation setups is 55. Furthermore, every medium
random simulation setup includes 10 randomly generated
VNEs. All the VNEs in a medium random simulation setup
have at least 2 random virtual networks that are mapped
onto a single random substrate network, while the substrate
network has 50 physical nodes and each virtual network has
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Fig. 1. (a) Total node and link power consumption based on off-peak ratio by MILPs for ONL-LNLs-F and ONL-LNLs-SP. (b) Total saved power in the network, total
saved power in physical nodes, and total saved power in physical links based on off-peak ratio by MILP for ONL-LNLs-F. (c) Total node and link power consumption
based on off-peak ratio by MILPs for ONL-LLs-F and ONL-LLs-SP. (d) Total node and link power consumption based on off-peak ratio by BILPs for ONL-LLns-F and
ONL-LLns-SP. (e) Total saved power in physical nodes and links based on off-peak ratio by MILPs for ONL-LNLs-F and ONL-LLs-F. (f) Total saved power in physical
nodes and links based on off-peak ratio by ILPs for ONL-LLs-F and ONL-LLns-F. (g) Total saved power in physical nodes and links based on off-peak ratio by MILPs
for ONL-LLs-F and ONL-LLs-SP. (h) Total saved power in physical nodes and links based on the number of involved virtual networks by MILP for ONL-LLs-F. (i)
Total saved power in physical nodes and links based on the number of virtual nodes per VN by MILP for ONL-LLs-F.

20 virtual nodes. The average number of physical links in the
medium random simulation setups is 570. Note that the average results including conﬁdence intervals with a conﬁdence
level of 90% are calculated for each setup.
6.1. ILPs
First, we study the power-saving capability of the MILPs
formulated for ONL-LNLs-F and ONL-LNLs-SP on a small random simulation setup. We measured the network’s total
node and link power consumption for different off-peak ratios before and after applying the deﬁned solutions. The offpeak ratio is the fraction of the network’s off-peak traﬃc rate
by its peak traﬃc rate. In the case where the off-peak ra-

tio is x, the off-peak demands of every virtual network are x
times its peak demands. The measurement results for the offpeak ratio range of 0.1–0.9 are shown in Fig. 1a. Note that we
measure power consumption rather than energy consumption because the amount of energy consumed depends on
the total time we measured, and thus, it is not a good metric for comparison. The results reveal that the MILPs formulated for ONL-LNLs-F and ONL-LNLs-SP noticeably reduce the
total node and link power consumption of the simulated virtualized networks. In addition, increasing the off-peak trafﬁc ratio increases the amount of traﬃc that needs to be
re-allocated; thus, the programs are more limited in terms
of ﬁnding alternative paths for each removed virtual link.
Consequently, the number of physical nodes and links in
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sleep mode is decreased by increasing the off-peak traﬃc demand, and therefore, as Fig. 1a conﬁrms, the programs could
save lower amounts of power. Note that the total power consumption in the case of the semi-proportional power model
is changed by varying the off-peak ratio, even before applying any energy-saving solution. However, because a larger
portion of a node or link’s power consumption in the semiproportional power model is for keeping the device active
( p̃b ), the variations in total power consumption due to the
traﬃc ﬂuctuations are small and could not be observed in the
scale of Fig. 1a.
According to the power models deﬁned in Section 3, physical nodes consume more energy than physical links. Thus, it
is expected that the larger portion of energy that we could
save in VNE is achieved by reducing the energy consumption of substrate nodes rather than substrate links. In this regard, we calculated the total amount of power saved in the
network by the MILP formulated for ONL-LNLs-F. Moreover,
we also calculated the total saved power in physical nodes
and total saved power in physical links by the same MILP.
Fig. 1b shows the results for these measurements. Fig. 1b conﬁrms that the larger portion of total saved power is achieved
by reducing the physical nodes’ energy consumption rather
than physical links. For instance, the formulated MILP for
ONL-LNLs-F saved 1142.3 W in total when the off-peak trafﬁc ratio was 0.5. Nonetheless, 1100.3 W was saved by reducing the physical nodes’ power consumption, but only 42.0 W
was saved by decreasing the power consumption in physical
links.
Fig. 1c and d shows the network’s total node and link
power consumption before and after applying the off-peak
node and link energy optimization by local link reconﬁguration programs in the case of splittable traﬃc and nonsplittable traﬃc, respectively. These measurements were performed for different off-peak ratios on a small random simulation setup. The programs decrease the VNE’s node and link
energy consumption by reconﬁguring only some of the virtual links. The results prove that the formulated programs
are able to save power effectively for either splittable traﬃc
or non-splittable traﬃc based on both power models.
The off-peak node and link energy optimization by local node and link reconﬁguration modiﬁes the mapping for
some of the virtual nodes and links. Nonetheless, the offpeak node and link energy optimization by local link reconﬁguration adjusts the mapping for only some of the virtual
links. Hence, it is expected that the formulated programs for
the ﬁrst strategy save more energy than the programs for the
latter method. In this regard, we tested the MILPs formulated
for ONL-LNLs-F and ONL-LLs-F on a small random simulation setup. Fig. 1e shows the percentage of power that the
MILPs formulated for ONL-LNLs-F and ONL-LLs-F could save
on the range of the off-peak ratio. The results conﬁrm that the
MILP formulated for ONL-LNLs-F could save larger amounts
of power compared to the MILP formulated for ONL-LLs-F.
Although the local link reconﬁguration strategy does not reconﬁgure virtual nodes and therefore saves smaller amounts
of power compared to the local node and link reconﬁguration method, it causes fewer interruptions to the normal network operations. As shown in Fig. 1e, the energy-saving ability of ONL-LNLs-F is more sensitive to off-peak ratio ﬂuctuations compared to the outcome of ONL-LLs-F. ONL-LNLs-F
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requires supporting both off-peak processing and traﬃc demands, but because ONL-LLs-F does not modify the mapping
of virtual nodes, it only needs to handle off-peak traﬃc demands. Therefore, off-peak ratio variations have a greater impact on the energy-saving capability of ONL-LNLs-F than on
the energy-saving capability of ONL-LLs-F.
It is expected that the programs save higher amounts of
power when traﬃc is splittable because they are more ﬂexible in terms of ﬁnding alternative paths. We checked this issue on the formulated ILPs for off-peak node and link energy
optimization by local link reconﬁguration. Fig. 1f shows the
percentage of power that the ILPs formulated for ONL-LLs-F
and ONL-LLns-F could save in the deﬁned range of the offpeak ratio on a small random simulation setup. The results
prove that the programs could save more power when traﬃc
is splittable compared to when traﬃc is non-splittable. Note
that ONL-LLs-F saves more power than ONL-LLns-F in high
off-peak ratios. This is because when the off-peak ratio is low,
it is easier for the programs to ﬁnd the alternative paths, and
therefore, ONL-LLs-F and ONL-LLns-F have almost the same
outcome. However, when the off-peak ratio is high, it is more
probable for the programs to ﬁnd replaced paths by splitting
high traﬃc loads into smaller loads.
Moreover, it is expected that higher levels of power will
be saved when the ﬁxed power model is applied than when
the semi-proportional power model is employed, which is primarily due to two reasons. First, a physical node or link that is
not fully utilized consumes a lower amount of power when
it is designed based on the semi-proportional power model
compared to when it is designed based on the ﬁxed power
model. Therefore, by setting the same physical nodes and
links into sleep mode, the total amount of saved power is
lower in the case of the semi-proportional power model. Second, if the energy-saving program sets a physical node into
sleep mode, it re-allocates its virtual nodes to other substrate
nodes and re-maps its respective virtual links to alternative
paths. In the case of the semi-proportional power model, the
re-allocated virtual node and the rerouted traﬃc increase
power consumption over the alternative physical nodes and
links. However, in the case of the ﬁxed power model, because
the traﬃc load does not affect the node or link power consumption, the reconﬁguration does not increase the power
consumption over the alternative physical nodes and links.
We tested the MILPs formulated for ONL-LLs-F and ONL-LLsSP on a small random simulation setup to verify this expectation. The results in Fig. 1g show the percentage of power
saved by MILPs for ONL-LLs-F and ONL-LLs-SP. Fig. 1g conﬁrms that the MILP for ONL-LLs-F could save higher amounts
of power than the MILP for ONL-LLs-SP.
Furthermore, it is necessary to analyze the impact of different numbers of allocated virtual networks over the substrate network on the energy-saving ability of the proposed
solutions. In this regard, we measured the percentage of
power that the MILP formulated for ONL-LLs-F could save on
a small random simulation setup when 1, 2 or 3 randomly
generated virtual networks are allocated in the substrate network. The off-peak ratio is assumed to be 0.5. The results
are presented in Fig. 1h. Fig. 1h reveals that increasing the
number of allocated virtual networks in the substrate network decreases the total amount of power that the program
could save. Allocating a new virtual network in the substrate
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network imposes several constraints to the programs as new
virtual nodes and links are mapped onto the physical nodes
and links. For instance, if a program wants to set a physical
node into sleep mode, it needs to re-allocate all the virtual
nodes mapped onto the physical node, as well as every virtual link passing the physical node. By allocating a new virtual network, the program requires ﬁnding alternative physical nodes and paths for the newly mapped virtual nodes and
links. Therefore, the program is more limited, and its energysaving capability is decreased.
It is also important to study the effect of different numbers of virtual nodes per virtual network on the energysaving ability of the proposed solutions. The number of virtual nodes per VN expresses the size of the virtual networks.
Accordingly, we probed the percentage of power saved by the
MILP formulated for ONL-LLs-F on a small random simulation setup while the number of virtual nodes per VN varied
between 4 and 6. The off-peak ratio is assumed to be 0.5. The
results are presented in Fig. 1i. Increasing the number of virtual nodes per VN increases the number of allocated virtual
nodes in the physical nodes. Moreover, adding virtual nodes
in a virtual network increases the number of virtual links in
that virtual network. Consequently, increasing the number
of virtual nodes per VN imposes several new constraints to
the proposed energy-saving solutions and makes them more
limited in terms of setting physical nodes and links into sleep
mode. Hence, as conﬁrmed in Fig. 1i for ONL-LLs-F, the program save lower amounts of power when the number of virtual nodes per VN is increased.
6.2. Heuristic
On the other hand, it is essential to study the effectiveness
of the proposed heuristic algorithm for ONL-LLns-F. In this
regard, we ﬁrst tested the heuristic algorithm on a medium
random simulation setup and measured network’s total node
and link power consumption before and after applying the
heuristic algorithm on the deﬁned range of off-peak ratio. As
discussed in Section 5, K affects the heuristic’s outcome. K is
the number of shortest paths the algorithm examines to ﬁnd
a single capable alternative path for each re-mapped virtual
link. The heuristic is simulated when K is 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. The
results are presented in Fig. 2a. The results conﬁrm that the
proposed heuristic algorithm is able to effectively reduce the
VNE’s total node and link power consumption. In addition,
Fig. 2a reveals that increasing the off-peak ratio decreases
the amount of power that the heuristic could save. This is because increasing the off-peak ratio increases the traﬃc load
that the algorithm needs to re-allocate, and therefore, the
heuristic is more limited in terms of ﬁnding alternative paths.
In addition, Fig. 2a veriﬁes that increasing K increases the
amount of power that the heuristic could save. If the heuristic
needs to re-map a virtual link, it ﬁnds K shortest paths from
the source node to the sink node of the virtual link to provide a single qualiﬁed alternative path. However, the alternative path requires satisfying some capacity constraints. In
this regard, the shortest path (K = 1) might not persuade the
capacity constraints, but the second (K = 2) or third (K = 3)
shortest path may. Consequently, the heuristic might save
more power when K is increased. Nevertheless, increasing K
increases the heuristic’s run time because it needs to ﬁnd

a larger number of shortest paths. This is discussed theoretically in Section 5. Moreover, considering a speciﬁc offpeak ratio in Fig. 2a, the variations in the saved amount of
power by the heuristic decreases when K increases. This is
because the number of available paths between two nodes
in a substrate network is limited, and by increasing K, most
of the possible paths are considered by the heuristic, and
thus, it cannot ﬁnd new replaced paths. Consequently, a large
enough value of K, based on the substrate network size,
makes it probable for the heuristic to save the maximum
amount of power in a VNE.
It is vital to check the difference between the outcome of
the BILP formulated for ONL-LLns-F as the optimum result
and the proposed heuristic for the same problem. This is
tested on a small random simulation setup, and results are
presented in Fig. 2b. Fig. 2b shows the percentage of power
that the BILP for ONL-LLns-F saves, as well as the percentage
of power that the proposed heuristic for the same problem
with different values of K could save, on the deﬁned range
of off-peak ratio. Similar to the results of the previous
simulation setup, increasing the off-peak ratio decreases the
ability of the BILP and the heuristic in terms of saving power.
Moreover, the heuristic works closely to the optimum points
set by the BILP, whereas the heuristic is signiﬁcantly faster
than the BILP.
Additionally, we evaluated the impact of different numbers of mapped virtual networks over the substrate network
on the heuristic’s outcome when K is 5 and the off-peak ratio
is 0.5. The number of allocated VNs ranged from 1 to 3. The
outcome is presented for a medium random simulation setup
in Fig. 2c. Similar to the results shown in Fig. 1h, the results
in Fig. 2c conﬁrm that increasing the number of allocated
virtual networks in the substrate network limits the heuristic in ﬁnding replaced paths and consequently decreases the
amount of power it could save.
The inﬂuence of different numbers of virtual nodes per
virtual network on the heuristic’s outcome is also tested over
a medium random simulation setup, and the results are presented in Fig. 2d. The off-peak ratio and K are assumed to be
0.5, and 5, respectively. Similar to the results shown in Fig. 1i,
the results in Fig. 2d verify that increasing the number of virtual nodes per mapped VN decreases the ability of the heuristic in terms ﬁnding alternative paths and therefore decreases
the amount of power that the heuristic could save.
Moreover, it is explained in Section 5 that the proposed
heuristic, similar to the BILP formulated for ONL-LLns-F, does
not sleep the physical nodes with s˜2 (vis ) ≥ T to decrease trafﬁc disruptions due to reconﬁguration. Fig. 2e shows the effect
of changing the s˜2 threshold on the capability of the heuristic when K = 5 over a medium random simulation setup. The
off-peak ratio is assumed to be 0.5. Fig. 2e shows that decreasing the s˜2 threshold amount decreases the amount of
power that the heuristic saves because a smaller number of
substrate nodes and links are considered for power saving.
Although decreasing the s˜2 threshold decreases the amount
of power that the formulated solutions could save, it reduces
traﬃc interruptions to the normal network operations due to
reconﬁguration.
In addition, rerouting the traﬃc to the other substrate
paths causes changes to the link utilization. The heuristic algorithm re-maps the off-peak traﬃc onto the other paths to
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Fig. 2. (a) Total node and link power consumption based on off-peak ratio before and after applying the heuristic with different values of K for ONL-LLns-F. (b)
Total saved power in physical nodes and links based on off-peak ratio by the BILP and the heuristic with different values of K for ONL-LLns-F. (c) Total saved power
in physical nodes and links based on the number of involved virtual networks by the heuristic with K = 5 for ONL-LLns-F. (d) Total saved power in physical nodes
and links based on the number of virtual nodes per VN by the heuristic with K = 5 for ONL-LLns-F. (e) The impact of different s˜2 thresholds on the total saved
power in physical nodes and links by the heuristic when K = 5 for ONL-LLns-F. (f) Mean link utilization based on off-peak ratio over different conﬁgurations. (g)
Required run time based on different number of virtual nodes per VN for the BILP and the heuristic with K = 5 for ONL-LLns-F.

save energy. Accordingly, it is necessary to ensure that the
increased utilization is controlled and does not cause congestion. The link utilization for three different conﬁgurations
is measured on a medium random simulation setup, and the
average results are shown in Fig. 2f. The ﬁrst conﬁguration is
for peak time when the allocated bandwidth is able to handle
“worst-case” scenarios. The second conﬁguration is for the
off-peak period when no energy-saving algorithm is implemented. Over this period, the links are less utilized while the
same bandwidth capacity is allocated and consume the same
power as the peak time. After applying our suggested heuristic when K = 5 and the off-peak ratio is 0.5, the average link

utilization is increased, but it is still less than the maximum
utilization.
The BILP formulated for ONL-LLns-F is N P-hard,
while the complexity of the proposed heuristic algo2
rithm for the same problem is O(K |Vs ||||Evm |(|Vs | log|Vs | +
2
|Es | |||Evm | + |Vs ||Es ||||Evm |)). Therefore, it is expected
that the proposed heuristic will require less run time compared to the formulated binary integer linear program for the
same problem. We veriﬁed the run times for the BILP and the
heuristic on a single random scenario. This scenario includes
a random substrate topology with 15 physical nodes, while
2 random virtual networks are mapped onto the substrate
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network, and the off-peak ratio is assumed to be 0.5. We
probed the required run times for the BILP and the heuristic
with K = 5 while the number of virtual nodes per virtual
network changed from 5 to 10. The number of virtual nodes
per VN expresses the size of the virtual networks. As the
results in Fig. 2g show, the heuristic requires considerably
less run time compared to the BILP. Additionally, Fig. 2g
conﬁrms that enlarging the size of mapped virtual networks
increases the required run times for both the heuristic and
the BILP. Note that the number of nodes per virtual network
affects the number of virtual links per virtual network, and
this impacts the time complexity of the heuristic. However,
because the BILP is N P-hard, its required run time changes
almost exponentially by changing the number of virtual
nodes per VN.
The simulation results prove that the proposed energysaving solutions are able to effectively reduce a VNE’s node
and link energy consumption during the off-peak period. In
addition, the proposed heuristic is a simple and fast algorithm that works closely to the optimum points.
Note that every simulation setup is quite large to cover
a substantial number of random topologies to verify the effectiveness of the proposed solutions. Moreover, the calculated conﬁdence intervals conﬁrm that the results are precise
enough to reveal the signiﬁcances of the different energysaving methods.
7. Conclusion
According to the latest published reports, ICT’s energy
consumption is rapidly increasing. Virtualized network environments have recently emerged in this technology. VNEs
play a vital role toward virtualizing data centers. Therefore,
it is essential to develop solutions that decrease energy consumption in VNEs. In this paper, we have formulated multiple
novel ILPs that optimize node and link energy consumption
in VNEs during the off-peak period by reconﬁguring the mapping for some of the mapped virtual nodes and links. They
are developed according to two power models and considering the impact of traﬃc splittability. Because the formulated
ILPs are N P-hard, we also proposed a novel energy-saving
heuristic algorithm. The deﬁned ILPs and the heuristic are
tested over randomly generated VNEs. The simulation results
show that the proposed solutions are notably effective and
that the heuristic works closely to the optimum points. There
are also some open areas for the future work. First, it is beneﬁcial to consider the time space in the simulations and to use
published real networks’ traﬃc rates for different time periods to investigate the effectiveness of the solutions regarding
saving energy over a period of time. Second, collocating multiple virtual nodes of a VN in a single substrate node has recently been suggested. Therefore, it is possible to extend our
solutions to consider the collocation of virtual nodes to save
more energy.
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